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ABSTRACT
Parametric modeling and building performance
simulation tools allow architects to predict and evaluate
visual comfort during the design process, according to
which they can purposefully adjust the design
alternatives. Unfortunately, the simulation tools
currently available can not produce results fast enough
for interactive use, which force the visual comfort
simulation to occur late in the design process as a form
of design validation rather than a means of design
assistance during design ideation, if at all.
For architecture to benefit from daylight as a
practical, glare-free alternative to electric lighting,
daylighting and visual comfort simulations must be
available in real time and interactive before decisions
are made. This paper describes three innovations
towards this goal: Firstly, parametric models of retrofit
design alternatives are defined based on the survey and
analysis of the multisport facilities. Secondly, a fast
prediction and interactive design method is proposed,
additionally, a design workflow that integrates the
parametric modeling, real-time visual comfort
simulation and feedback, post analysis and results
visualization is established. At last, a real-time
simulation and feedback platform for evaluating visual
comfort is used which combines parametric modeling
software (Rhinoceros & Grasshopper) and real-time
performance simulation software (AcceleradRT &
AcceleradVR).
To facilitate designers in achieving the proposed
method, the effectiveness validation of the method is
conducted via a multisport facility in northeast China.
The results demonstrate that the proposed method is
reliable with simulation accuracy and consistency.
Assisted by the computational platform, the architects’
decision-making efficiencies and levels are obviously
improved.
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1. INTRODUCTION
The emergence of building performance simulation
(BPS) tools has completely changed the traditional
design process since the last half century (Jones &
Reinhart 2019). Scientific and intuitive simulation tools
have gradually been used to provide technical support
for design decisions by architects. However, in most
cases, due to feedback latency and weak interactivity,
BPS often occur late in the design process as a form of
design validation, rather than a means of design
assistance during design ideation (Jones & Reinhart
2019). Main factors that limit the promoted use of BPS
are as follows: 1) Simulation accuracy; 2) Simulation
speed; 3) Means of interaction, operability and user
experience (Evans 2011, Jones & Reinhart 2016). If
BPS can be made faster and more intuitive with
acceptable accuracy, it would be accessible for
architects to integrate it into the early design stage and
to facilitate the decision-making in performance-driven
design processes (Jones & Reinhart 2016).
From simulation to design, How does real-time BPS
affect the design results? How to change the
simulation-based design process to provide immediate
and effective modification suggestions in the early
design stage? To answer these questions, we
investigated the effectiveness and benefits of the realtime simulation-based method through a practical
research, which consists of three parts: 1) To define a
real-time simulation-based design workflow; 2) To
apply the proposed method to an assigned case study of
a real multisport facility located in northeast China; 3)
To verify the effectiveness and benefits of the proposed
method. In this conceptual daylight retrofit design of
the selected multisport facility, we tried to improve
visual comfort performance by introducing roof
daylight into the court. Based on the original scheme,
three retrofit design alternatives adopting different
daylight systems (two different skylight roofs and a
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saw tooth roof) were studied through the proposed
method.

2. BACKGROUND
In recent years, with the rapid development of digital
technology, many researchers have tried to provide
architects with design assistance by means of digital
technology such as parametric modeling, performance
simulation and optimization. For example: 1) Simplify
the simulation algorithms for the fast calculation of
performance indices and promote data analytics and
visualizations, hence, reduce the delays of simulation
feedback; 2) Use the evolutionary algorithm to
automatically optimize the design scheme and search
for the ‘optimal design solution’; 3) Use the machine
learning (Deep learning) algorithms to investigate the
relationship between building form and performance
(Lu et al. 2016, Bi & Liu 2018).
In 2016, S. Lu, et al. discussed the influence of
building shape on indoor acoustic performance of
concert halls via machine learning algorithm (Lu et al.
2016). In 2017, W. Mahmoud, et al. tested the impacts
of different sunshade structures of standard office
space on indoor daylighting, visual comfort and
outdoor landscape visibility by using DIVA, Evalglare
(Mohamed et al. 2017). X. Bi, et al. optimized the
energy efficiency of office buildings by using
honeybee, ladybug and Galapagos (Bi & Liu 2018). In
2018, D. Yang, et al. proposed a multi-objective
multidisciplinary design optimization approach (MMDO) which combines parametric modeling,
Performance simulation and
multi-objective
optimization, and applied it to the conceptual design of
an indoor sports building (Yang et al. 2018). W. Pan, et
al. proposed a design process of gymnasiums based on
parametric modeling and self organizing map (SOM),
the pre-processing of design parameters were
conducted to improve the accuracy of clustering
analysis of self organizing map (Pan et al. 2018). In
2019, N. L. Jones, et al. developed an interface for realtime daylighting, glare analysis, acceleradRT, and
discussed the effects of real-time simulation feedback
on design behaviors (Jones & Reinhart 2019).
Simulation and optimization methods of daylighting
and visual comfort have experienced the following
development stages (Figure 1):
1) Simulation-based Optimization (SO);
2) Multi-objective Optimization (MOO);
3) Multi-objective
Multi-disciplinary
Design
Optimization (M-MDO);
4) Real-time Simulation and Optimization (Real-time
SO).
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Figure 1 Development stages of simulation & optimization
workflow of daylighting and visual comfort
(Jones & Reinhart 2019, Yang et al. 2018, Bi & Liu 2018)

These studies have explored the possibility of using
digital technologies to assist the optimization of
daylighting and visual comfort from multiple
perspectives. Nevertheless, few have been carried out
from the perspective of real-time performance
simulation and interactive feedback. There remains the
following contents that need to be further researched:
1) Most of the existing studies are limited to ‘one-way
irreversible’ simulation process on the existing design
scheme, some focus on searching for the optimal
design solution under one or more optimization
objectives, however, daylighting and visual comfort
optimization usually needs repeated deliberation and
modification to meet the requirements. Therefore, the
real-time simulation feedback is very important for the
iterative design process, thus the design results, which
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must be generated before the design decisions are made.
This paper aims to fulfill the simulation process that
could produce real-time daylight rendering images,
daylight levels and visual comfort readings assisted by
the computational platform;
2) Most studies could only consider a set of fixed
material, structure and other parameters within specific
visual scenes in each simulation, however, daylighting
and visual comfort relates to not only the material
properties of different structures and interfaces, but
also the visual scenes from different locations.
Therefore, the interactivity (such as simulation speed,
parameters adjustments in real time) of simulation tools
is very important for daylighting and visual comfort
evaluation. The purpose of this paper is to create an
interface to call acceleradRT, and to set up parameters
control modules (such as shape, material, simulation
time...) based on Rhinoceros & Grasshopper platform,
so as to facilitate architects to quickly evaluate and
optimize design schemes. In addition, assisted by
AcceleradVR, architects can better understand the realtime simulation results.
Due to the complexity and flexibility of lighting
environment in multisport facilities with changeable
function and variable daylight requirements, this paper
proposed a fast prediction and interactive design
method of daylighting and visual comfort, several
contributions were made: 1) The whole workflow was
integrated on the same platform—Rhino &
Grasshopper & AcceleradRT which combines
parametric modeling software (including simulation
plug-ins), real-time simulation tool (AcceleradRT),
immersive experience tool (AcceleradVR) and postanalysis programmings (Evalglare command lines in
windows cmd.exe). 2) A systematic workflow from
parametric modeling, real-time visual comfort
simulation to post-analysis and results visualization
was organized by which designers could quickly
evaluate visual comfort at every position’s any viewing
direction at any time for multiple design alternatives. 3)
Effectiveness and benefits of the proposed method
were verified through a real multisport facility located
in northeast China.

3. METHODS
3.1 Real-time simulation-based workflow
The real-time simulation-based fast prediction and
interactive design method contains following four steps:
5) Design objectives determination;
6) Parametric simulation modeling;
7) Real-time performance simulation and feedback;
8) Post-analysis and results visualization;
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Figure 2 Real-time simulation-based optimization
workflow
As shown in Figure 2, First, determine the design
objectives according to daylight requirements of
specific function in multisport facilities. This research
tries to improve the visual comfort in terms of
lowering down the Daylight Glare Probability and
Luminance Contrast Ratio moderately by adjusting the
design variables of different daylight systems (Table 3).
Second, create versatile parametric simulation models
of all potential design alternatives based on
Rhinoceros&Grasshopper, coupling geometry with
material information. Following this, evaluate the
visual comfort of design alternatives via AcceleradRT
& AcceleradVR. In order to link the parametric
modeling software with real-time simulation software,
the Grasshopper component (DIVA for Grasshopper)
developed by Jon Sargent are used (The octree
component in DIVA for Grasshopper is used to
save .oct files, once open the .oct file in AcceleradRT,
the Rhino files would be linked and it would
automatically update in AcceleradRT while updating it
from Rhino). Last, conduct in-depth analysis of the
visual comfort simulation results, the Evalglare
command lines in windows cmd .exe are programmed
to visualize glare sources and luminance distribution of
the selected visual scenes.
During the real-time simulation process, the design
variables of each design alternative could be quickly
adjusted according to live update visualizations along
with daylight level and visual comfort readings (15200s depends on the model complexity), the simulation
results can also respond automatically to changes in the
underlying geometric and material properties, which is
different from the automated-optimization workflow
(long computing time before the results generate).
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3.2 Design Objective
3.2.1 Visual comfort in multisport facilities
Visual comfort is a subjective phenomenon, excessive
brightness or contrast in a person’s field of view may
cause visual discomfort, glare (Jones 2019).
For multisport facilities, it’s difficult to assess the
visual comfort because of the variability of function
and uncertainty of player's position. This research tries
to ensure the visual comfort of the multisport facilities
under most circumstances (The glare in any normal
visual direction and at any point that any player may
reach shall not exceed the requirements; In the visual
direction that is prone to glare, in the normal long-time
viewing direction, where the difficult visual task is
likely to occur, the glare shall be alleviated by ensuring
that the DGP value is lower than the recommended
standard (Ding 2017)). When given the viewpoint and
viewing direction, the observer’s visual scene is
determined, as shown in Figure 3. In this research, ten
typical visual scenes in multisport facilities were
selected to evaluate the mean visual comfort level
(Figure 10).

Table 1 Degree of perceived glare in DGP (Suk et al.
2016)
DEGREE OF
PERCEIVED GLARE
Imperceptible
Perceptible
Disturbing
Intolerable

DGP
<0.35
0.35-0.40
0.40-0.45
>0.45

It is difficult to define the work area due to the
instantaneous change of users’ activity location and the
uncertainty of visual scene in multisport facilities. In
this research, the overall visual scene of the standard
observer is defined as the task area, including the target
area and the surrounding areas (windows, skylights,
background walls). The LCR is calculated by the ratio
of the average luminance of the glare sources and the
background luminance in the visual scene as follows
(Ding 2017):

LCR 

LS
Lb

(2)

Where Ls is average luminance of all glare sources, Lb
is background luminance. The LCR thresholds of
different areas in the field of view are shown in Table 2.
Table 2 Recommended LCR for different areas and
visual requirements in the field of vision (Osterhaus,
2002, Osterhaus, 2009)

Figure 3 Normal Human visual field (Mohamed et
al.2017)
3.2.2 Performance indicators
Glare sources, Daylight glare probability (DGP),
Luminance contrast ratio (LCR)
The likelihood that an occupant will experience glare in
a given view can be calculated through a variety of
metrics, in this research, DGP and LCR were selected
as the main indicators to judge the visual comfort level.
DGP predicts the fraction of occupants who will
experience glare in a given view to be (Jones &
Reinhart 2019, Jones & Reinhart 2016):

L2  ω 
DGP  5.87 10 5  Ev  9.18 10 2  ㏒ 1   1s,i.87 s,i2   0.16 (1)
Ev  Pi 


Where Ev is the vertical eye illuminance, Ls,i and ωs,i
are the luminance and solid angle of the ith glare source,
and the Guth position index Pi represents the eye’s
sensitivity to the source direction. Human subject
studies correlate certain DGP thresholds with the
degree of perceived glare, as shown in Table 1.
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LOCATION
Between work zone
and its Close
surrounding
Between work zone
and surrounding
zone
Between a window
and nearby walls

VISUAL REQUIREMENT
HIGH
MODERATE
LOW
1:3

1:5

1:10

1:5

1:10

1:20

<20:1

<50:1

<100:1

3.3 Parametric simulation modeling
3.3.1 Reference building
In this research, a multisport facility located in
northeast China (Harbin, 45.77N, 126.68E), was
selected as the reference building for case study (Figure
4, Figure 5). According to the actual information of this
building, the visual comfort simulation was carried out
by importing the geographical location and the annual
meteorological data into the parametric performance
simulation software, besides, the parameters collected
from the on-site measurement were set in the
parametric simulation model. The reference building is
a multi-functional training hall for teachers, students
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and school staff which is about 77m in length and 44m
in width. It is vertically functioned with four floors. In
the top floor, there is an open-plan space covered by a
long-span roof, which is divided into tennis court area
(with two standard tennis courts, court #1 and court 2#)
and martial arts area (with four martial arts courts). In
this research, tennis court space was selected as the
research focus which has east & west-side daylight
windows and a north-side high window without roof
daylight openings. Currently, the artificial lighting is
mainly used for normal training and sports activities.

Figure 4 Reference building

3.3.2 Retrofit design alternatives
Based on the original scheme, three top daylight design
alternatives were determined as: Horizontal skylights
(Laser cut panel), Horizontal skylights (Daylight belt)
and Vertical skylights (Saw-tooth roof). The skylight
dimensions, daylight systems and skylight layouts,
taken as the design variables, were described with
different parameters according to their characteristics
in each design alternatives, and the constraints of these
parameters were limited according to relevant design
specifications as well as the existing information of the
reference building, as shown in Table 3. In this
research, it’s defined that the short axis direction of the
training hall is X, the long axis direction is Y, all the
positive angles are clockwise, and the negative ones are
counter clockwise, as shown in Figure 6. Parametric
models of three retrofit design alternatives were made
in Rhinoceros&Gasshopper, as shown in Figure 7,
which could quickly generate a series of design
solutions by adjusting parameters in Grasshopper.

Figure 5 Design information of the original scheme
Table 3 Design variables and constraints of three retrofit design alternatives
RETROFIT DESIGN
ALTERNATIVE 1

Design variables
Skylight’s initial position
in X direction
Skylight’s initial position
in Y direction
Number of skylights in X
direction
Number of skylights in Y
direction
Space between skylights
in X direction
Space between skylights
in Y direction

Constraints
-

RETROFIT DESIGN
ALTERNATIVE 2

Design variables
Skylight’s initial
position in X direction
Skylight’s initial
position in Y direction

RETROFIT DESIGN
ALTERNATIVE 3

Constraints

Design variables

Constraints

-

Skylight’s height h

[900, 1500]

-

Skylight’s inclination
angle α

[15°, 60°]

(0, 10]

-

(0, 10]

-

-

(0, 10]

Number of skylights in
Y direction

(0, 10]

Number of skylights in
Y direction

(0,10]

[1000, 3000]

-

-

-

-

[1000, 3000]

Space between skylights
in Y direction

[1000, 3000]

Space between skylights
in Y direction

[3000, 6000]

Width of single skylight

[2000, 5000]

Width of single skylight

[1000, 3000]

-

-

Length of single skylight

[2000, 5000]

Length of single skylight

[1000, 30000]

-

-
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Figure 8 AcceleradRT user interface and AcceleradVR Virtual experience scene
3.4 Real-time visual comfort simulation and
feedback
3.4.1 Simulation settings
In this research, we tried to analyse and alleviate
discomfort glare in the multisport facility’s court area
of three retrofit design alternatives based on
Rhinoceros & Grasshopper, AcceleradRT, and
AcceleradVR software. For each alternative, the
simulation date, time, location were fixed, we firstly
identified the area where glare would potentially arise
through a pre-simulation of ten typical visual scenes
(Figure 10), this ten typical visual scenes were
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determined from investigation on occupants’ daily use.
Then we mitigated it by gradually adjusting the design
variables in parametric models. Besides, to assist the
analysis and decision-making, glare sources, visual
comfort readings were produced through postprocessing of the simulation renderings via command
lines in windows cmd .exe (Figure 8, Figure 9).
We ran simulations on a workstation with 3.60 GHz
Intel® CoreTM i9-9900 KF processor and NVIDIA®
Quarda® RTX5000 graphics accelerator with 4068
CUDA® cores. For experiencing the luminous
environment in Virtual reality, we used the
TrinusPSVR to stream AcceleradRT’s real-time
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rendering and viewed it with a VR headset. When we
ran every simulation, we continuously switched to the
selected visual scenes without resetting simulation date,
time, location and other parameters. We did not wait
until the simulation finished to switch to the next visual
scene because the simulation results could converge on
a stable value in several seconds. The interactive speed
of real-time simulation not only saved a lot of time but
also enabled flow in the creative design process.

Figure 9 Command lines in windows cmd.exe
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Figure 10 Measuring point of Ten Typical Visual
scenes (View1-View10)
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4. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
We simulated visual comfort level at 9:00/12:00/15:00
on Spring Equinox, Summer Solstice and Winter
Solstice day in ten typical visual scenes of three design
alternatives respectively, as shown in Table 4, Table 5,
Table 6. A 180° angular fisheye view was used to
approximately catch the luminance distribution of the
human field of vision. To intuitively visualize the
luminance distribution of the selected visual scenes, the
simulation renderings were converted to false color
images in which different colors represent the variable
luminance range (Figure 8).
4.1 Visual comfort simulation results
Through the analysis of the point-in-time visual
comfort level of three retrofit design alternatives, it can
be found that:
1) For the same retrofit design alternative, there
exists different change tendencies of the point-in-time
visual comfort level among ten visual scenes. Taking
view1_NW and view2_EMid (court1&court2) for
example, on the Spring Equinox Day, for view1_NW,
visual comfort level gradually decreases from 9:00,
12:00 to 15:00, while for view2_EMid (court1&court2) ,
visual comfort level increases to peak and then
decreases. As for annual visual comfort level, there
exists no differences of visual comfort change
tendencies between view1_NWand view2_EMid
(court1&court2). They both increases firstly and then
decreases.
2) For different retrofit design alternatives, there
exists similar change tendencies of the point-in-time
visual comfort level in the same visual scene of three
retrofit design alternatives. Taking view1_NW and
view2_EMid (court1&court2) for example, on the
Spring Equinox Day, for view1_NW, the visual
comfort level of three retrofit design alternatives
gradually decreases from 9:00, 12:00 to 15:00, while
for view2_EMid (court1&court2), visual comfort level
increases to peak and then decreases. Among the three
retrofit design alternatives, alternative 3 shows the
highest visual comfort level and alternative 2 shows the
lowest visual comfort level. From above, we could
found that through the proposed method, we could
distinctly recognize the relatively good retrofit design
alternative among all. By analyzing the effects of
different design variables on visual comfort, we could
purposefully adjust sensitive design variables to
improve the visual comfort level.

4.2 Simulation time
We compared the simulation time by DIVA for Rhino
and AcceleradRT, in both simulations, we kept the
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design task, simulation date, material properties and
other simulation parameters same, for DIVA for Rhino,
designers need to wait until the final renderings are
generated, while for AcceleradRT, considering the
scene complexity, each simulation was allowed to run
through 100 frames (15-200s depending on scene
complexity) in order to reach a stable value (Jones &
Reinhart 2016). We compared the simulation time used
in whole simulation process (Figure 11), simulation
time of DIVA For Rhino for each scene is 2400s,
parameters setting time of DIVA For Rhino for each
scene is 10s, while simulation time of AcceleradRT for
each scene is 25s, parameters setting time of
AcceleradRT for each scene is 2s. It’s not difficult to
found that we could save almost 989‰ of the time by
using AcceleradRT (27s) instead of DIVA for Rhino
(2410s) for each scene, if the saved time were used for
simulating more visual scenes, we would conduct
intensively in-depth analysis of all design alternatives.

Figure 11 Comparison of simulation time of DIVA for
Rhino and AcceleradRT in the case study
(Note: The computation time may vary depending on the
computer configuration and model complexity, computer
used in this research is: CPU: 3.60 GHz Intel® CoreTM i99900 KF; GPU: NVIDIA® Quarda® RTX5000; Memory:
16GB; System: Win10-64ibt.)

5. CONCLUSION
In this paper, a fast prediction and interactive design
method of visual comfort for indoor multisport
facilities was proposed. In this method, an integrated
design workflow that integrates the parametric
modeling, real-time visual comfort simulation and
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feedback, post-analysis and results visualization was
established. To realize the proposed method, a realtime simulation and feedback platform for evaluating
visual comfort was built which combines parametric
modeling software (Rhinoceros & Grasshopper) and
real-time performance simulation and feedback
software (AcceleradRT & AcceleradVR). At last, the
effectiveness of the proposed method was verified via a
multisport facility in northeast China. Several
conclusions could be drawn as:
For long-span multisport facilities with changeable
function and variable daylight requirements, real-time
simulation-based fast prediction and interactive design
method allows architects to quickly and accurately
detect glare sources and mitigate it at a low cost in the
early design stage. Besides, cooperated with the VR
equipment, designers could obtain immersive and
intuitive visual comfort feedback, which would
significantly facilitate the flow of a iterative design
process. Different from the traditional simulation-based
design optimization workflow, the proposed workflow
emphasizes more on the role of architects in the
creative design process but not the tool itself, with less
feedback latency, architect’s ideas could be fully
implemented.
For non lighting experts, the proposed method could
help them to improve visual comfort gradually from the
unsatisfactory to the ideal without technical knowledge
and the assistance of technical consultants, which is
helpful to improve the visual comfort level of the
design results and thus architects’ work efficiency.
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